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1.1 - Introduction
Context

The objective is optimization or modelisation (the objective concerns the outputs)

The system is a black-box (we don’t know how it works inside)

Each evaluation of the black-box is very costly
One cannot choose directly the outputs, just fix the inputs then run the black-box to measure outputs

Thicknesses of parts in 
their tolerance

Material 
caracteristics

Spot weld 
caracteristics

Speed of vehicule

Bumper angle

Total mass of vehicule

Body 
deformation

Deceleration 
experienced by 
passengers
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1.2 - Introduction
Example of classical study

The list of parts to vary is limited but can be long (max ≈ 50)
Frontal crash ≈ 20 criteria =⇒ 20 constraints
> 100 parameters (thicknesses, materials, reinforcements, shapes, spot welds...)
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1.3 - Introduction
Standard studies with DOE

1. Define the parameters, responses, optimization problem, reproductibility...
2. Build a DOE
3. Perform tests
4. Make a statistical model for each response (LP can be used here)
5. Use the models to optimize, propose one solution (or more)
6. Validate the solution(s) with new test(s)
7. If necessary, go back to 1, 2 or 4

Creation of the Design 
of experiments

Make the experiments

Make the experiments

Statistical modelisation (response 
surfaces)

Optimization

Selection of the experiment to validate 

OK ? Optimum found

Yi = f(X)

X2 X1

YesNo

X1X2

X3

Experiments: 
factors value

Numerical simulation / real experiment
Responses value added to 

database

X1 X2

3,5 1

1 2,5

…

2 3

X1 X2 … Yi

3,5 1 24

1 2,5 5,5

…

2 3 7,2

Numerical simulation / real experiment

Pamcrash, 
Nastran, …

Σαi.Yi,modelized

Xopt
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1.4 - Introduction
Workflow of crash simulation

Parts to vary ALTERNOVA 

Post = g(parameters) 

Model Reduction 

Crash = f(parameters) 

Post = Intrusion, 
Stamping defect, 
HIC,  
mass… 

Stamping process 

Crash simulation 

HIC = arg{[
1

t2 − t1
.

∫ t2

t1
a(t).dt ]

2.5(t2 − t1)}max

DOE method (ALTERNOVA)
Very easy to evaluate, can be used intensively into
optimization loop
Number of parameters can be greater than 100
with standard DOE method
Can be full automatic with EGO like algorithm (few
number of parameters)
But can estimate just that can be calculated
(nothing subjective, scenario)
Needs a lot of runs (∈ [3, 10] . Number of
parameters) because it uses very few information
from crash simulation (only inputs & outputs). The
users must analyze & validate a lot of runs

Model reduction
Keeps pre and post→ more costly to evaluate &
optimize (but can be derived)
Needs to manage a lot of data
Reproduce the behavior of crash during time→
user can watch the movie of the crash and validate
the scenario
Maybe requires very little crash simulations
(we hope less than 2 times the number of
parameters)
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1.5 - Model reduction
A simple crash simulation generates Gbytes

> 15 values computed for each node / finite element at each time step
> 40 Gb / simulation

Stress

Plastic Strain

Vx

Z

Y

X

Mesh = 3 MFE

120 000 
time steps

Mesh for part N°3
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2.1 - CUR method
The conventional CUR method

Values from  
crash simulation 

AtiC

U R
Thickness part 1

Thickness  
part 2

Conclusion : CUR is very attractive for crash
reduction but cannot be used as is

Each crash simulation may be approximated by a
separable function A(t, x) ≈ C(t).U.R(x)
Very time consuming, heuristic (do not find the optimum
CUR model)
Can be improved by preliminary clustering on lines and
columns of A
Each cell Ati is fitted by a linear model:

Ati =
dC∑

kC=1
Ct,kC

dR∑
kR=1

UkC,kR RkR,i

With CUR method, C & R matrices are selected into A or
in other fields of the simulation
U is the matrix of coefficients which minimizes the global
error criterion
CUR retains important times and locations on the mesh
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2.2 - CUR method
CUR and Linear Regression

Y= 
Ati

Values from  
crash simulation 

Ati
C

U R

X

tα = U

• Each cell of A gives one line in X 
• A gives the vector of response Y 
• U gives the vector of coefficients α 
• L2 regression : α = (tXX)-1tXY

Expression of a case

Ati =
dCdR∑
k=1

Xti,kαk =

dC∑
kC=1

Ct,kC

dR∑
kR=1

UkC,kR RkR,i
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2.3 - CUR method
CUR and Linear Programming

L2 regression

Min
t=Maxt ,i=Maxi∑

t=1,i=1
ε2t,i

Under

∀t, i Yt,i = Xt,iα+ εt,i

Solution:

α = (tXX)−1 tXY
Matrix Inversion, very
fast

L1 regression

Min
t=Maxt ,i=Maxi∑

t=1,i=1
ε+t,i + ε−t,i

Under,∀t, i
ε+t,i > 0
ε−t,i > 0
Yt,i −

∑
k

Xt,i,kαk = ε+t,i − ε−t,i
Solution:

Linear Programming

L∞ regression
Min εmax

Under, ∀t, i
εmax > 0
−εmax 6 Yt,i −

∑
k

Xt,i,kαk 6 εmax

Solution:

Linear Programming

L∞ regression and selection

Min εmax + λ
∑

k
(α+

k + α−k )

Under, ∀t, i
εmax , α

+
k , α

−
k > 0

−εmax 6 Yt,i −
∑

k
Xt,i,k(α

+
k − α

−
k ) 6 εmax

Solution:

Linear Programming
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3.1 - Regression CUR
ReCUR, how to interpolate?

Expression of a case

Ati(µ) =
NCNR∑
k=1

Xµti,kαk =
dC∑

kC=1
Ct,kC

dR∑
kR=1

UkC,kR RkR,i +
NC∑

kC=dC+1
Ct,kC

NR∑
kR=dR+1

UkC,kR RkR,i f(µti) + ...

Y= 
Ati

Values from  
crash simulation 

Ati
C

U R

X

tα

• Each line of X = one finite element of one part has 
a thickness, a material… 

• Number of rows of X >> number of columns,  
one can add new columns in the regression model

New columns = 
functions of thicknesses

Part N°1 of  
crash 

simulation N°1

Part N°38 of 
crash 

simulation N°5
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3.2 - Regression CUR
ReCUR, small example with interpolation

Reference 1:
Param 1 = 0.8, Param 2 =
1.4, Param 3 = 1.3

Interpolated:
Param 1 = 1.07, Param 2 =
0.87, Param 3 = 1.07

Reference 2:
Param 1 = 1.6, Param 2 =
0.6, Param 3 = 0.6 FE model

16000 nodes
150 instants

Computation parameters
2 reference computations
order 1 polynomials
Reduction made on local
displacement
1 instant in 10 are taken
10 Rows and 30 columns
candidates selected by
clustering
52 constraints/component to
built the reduce model
Hard constraints on the end
displacements of 3 nodesConfidential 14
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3.2 - Regression CUR
ReCUR, small example with interpolation
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3.3 - Regression CUR
ReCUR, Summary of advantages

Can interpolate and extrapolate
Can show the movie of the crash
Rows & Columns selected constitute the skeleton of the scenario
Can use physical & internal variables like effort (contact, section), energy...
Accept qualitative parameters
Can use incomplete simulations (for example some simulations are stopped at 20ms)
Can potentially estimate the consequence of a thickness variation of a part even if that part do not vary in the DOE

Perspectives:
Integrate ReCUR into optimization process
Study the effect of the number of simulation or quantities into the reduction on the quality of the interpolation
Introduction of wave function to modelize time shift
Take into account alternative parts
Test other kind physics
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Thank you for your attention.
Q&A
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